WOWs
Bubbles for being brave,
decorating home group
photos, Nursery wishes,
teddy bear’s picnic, show
and tell family photos,
African masks parade

All About Me – settling in to school life

Warm ups songs list (from the
learning station on youtube)
-

Physical Development
Physical warm ups (responding to music, developing gross
motor strength and coordination ready for writing)
Key skills:
I am exploring the environment safely-jumping off the sandpit, using hammers
at the woodwork table and navigating the climbing frame. I am beginning to dress
independently, wash my hands, wipe my bottom and negotiate space.

-

Personal Social and Emotional Development
I know and can follow the routines and expectations in Nursery so that everyone
has fun. I am beginning to realise others have feelings and I take care of them. I
initiate conversations with others. Helpful phrases we learn: “Please stop, I don’t
like it. May I have a go when you are finished? Let’s get a timer.”

Learning, love
and laughter

Communication and Language
I am learning to sit and listen during short group learning sessions. I can ask for
milk or water at snack time. I can say please and thank you. I can talk about
things that are important to me. I am learning greetings in other languages.

Characteristics of effective learning.
I can…find out and explore; play with what I know; be willing to have a go; be involved and concentrate;
keep on trying; enjoy achieving what I set out to do; have my own ideas; make links; choose ways to do things

If you’re happy and you know it
- Shake your sillies out
- Penguin dance
- Down in the jungle
- Joanie works with one hammer
- I am the music man
I’m so happy that’s why I clap my hands
- Heads, shoulders, knees and toes
- Body bop
Home Corner & Paw Patrol Shed

Goldilocks words (not too easy, not too
hard..just right)

family  favourite  furniture
 rescue  home  belonging 
shopping list

